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Our vision: solve AGCI

Artificial general control intelligence (AGCI): Learn to control when only target is given

From scratch, from raw sensors, with raw actions
The RACE framework to AGCI

- **Robustness & Reliability**
  - Reliable control and learning performance independently of initial conditions

- **Autonomy**
  - No prior task knowledge required to set up agents (features, reward, actions)

- **Complexity**
  - Applicable to complex tasks (DOFs, horizon, nonlinear dynamics)

- **Efficiency**
  - Applicable to real world systems

This talk: learning from raw sensors (Autonomy, Efficiency)
Value-function based RL

Main idea: use value function over state (and action) space to iteratively learn expected optimal path costs

- **NFQ** (Riedmiller, ECML 2005): use whole sample set to compute DP update (target), Rprop to solve supervised learning problem: data-efficient and robust
- **NFQCA** (Hafner and Riedmiller, MLJ 2011): extension of NFQ to actor-critic. Gradient used to update actor. Efficient and Robust.
- Successful application to many (real-world) domains: car steering, soccer robots, magnetic levitation, bionic robot arm, ...
- Complexity: multiple input dimensions, multiple action dimensions? Recent results: surprisingly well!
NFQ efficiency, scaling: Cheetah

Cheetah: 6 joints, springs
Input: 18 dims
Actions: 6 dims
Results: 400 episodes, 5s each
Reward: maximizing forward velocity, discounting
Increasing Autonomy: How to get from raw sensors to meaningful representations?
Deep Fitted Q (DFQ)

Idea: use convolutional autoencoders to learn low-dimensional representations from raw pixels

- Deep Fitted Q iteration (DFQ, Lange & Riedmiller, ESANN 2010, Riedmiller, Voigtländer and Lange, IJCNN 2012)
- approach: layer-wise training of autoencoders using deep convolutional networks
- Data-efficient
- Robustness, Autonomy: control might fail if representation is not good enough
Example: Slot Car Racing from raw pixels

- One of the first deep RL systems, fully trained in real world, from scratch
- Convolutional, 19 layers, >1 Mio weights
- Data-efficient: 7,000 images for pretraining, less than 30 min of training on real track
Learning task specific representations

Increasing Autonomy: learn representation from pixels to Q-function (or policy) in one network end-to-end

- DQN (Mnih et al, Nature 2015) learned to play Atari games from pixels
- DDPG (Lillicrap et. al, arXiv, 2015): extends DQN by using Q-gradients to learn policy (cf NFQCA, Hafner & Riedmiller, 2011, DPG, Silver et.al, ICML 2014)
- Using mini-batch updates allows to deal with large amounts of training data
- Typically millions of transitions needed for proper training: data-efficiency suffers
DDPG example

Cheetah
Low Dimensional Features
Learning representations from transitions: E2C

- Idea: learn (latent) state space model to predict next state observations. Regularisation helps to find useful representations, e.g. Embed to Control E2C (Watter et. al, NIPS 2015, Assael et. al, arXiv, 2015)
Learning representations from transitions: E2C (2)

- By predicting, latent representations are forced to cover full state information -> Autonomy
- Transitions can be re-used to also learn Q-updates: E-NFQ (initial results are promising) -> Efficiency
- General principle not restricted to E2C framework
E2C Data-efficiency

- Efficiency: 3link arm: 30000 samples at 20 Hz = 25 mins.
Conclusions (and trying to answer the questions)

- Robustness, autonomy, complexity and efficiency are often conflicting goals, that are challenging to achieve all at once
- Interactive perception and optimal control:
  - In our work, learning representations from perception is embedded in learning (optimal) control.
  - The main goal here is to get maximum control performance for the respective task - the type/quality of representation selected plays a secondary role for RL
  - In particular, it is not guaranteed/required, that the representation found tells us something about the world and/or is useful for a new task, even a related one.
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